Abstract-An improved evolving model, i.e., Evolving Tree (ETree) with Fuzzy c-Means (FCM), is proposed for undertaking text document visualization problems in this study. ETree forms a hierarchical tree structure in which nodes (i.e., trunks) are allowed to grow and split into child nodes (i.e., leaves), and each node represents a cluster of documents. However, ETree adopts a relatively simple approach to split its nodes. Thus, FCM is adopted as an alternative to perform node splitting in ETree. An experimental study using articles from a flagship conference of Universiti Malaysia Sarawak (UNIMAS), i.e., Engineering Conference (ENCON), is conducted. The experimental results are analyzed and discussed, and the outcome shows that the proposed ETree-FCM model is effective for undertaking text document clustering and visualization problems.
INTRODUCTION
Clustering is a task of assigning data objects into a number of groups (or clusters) so that the objects in the same cluster share the same similarities, as compared with those in other clusters [1] . It converts a set of non-linear data into a human and/or machine understandable format, which can be very useful for unsupervised learning systems. Examples of some popular clustering methods are the Self-Organizing Map (SOM) [2, 3] , k-mean clustering [4] , and fuzzy c-mean clustering (FCM) [5, 6] . With respect to SOM, it is an artificial neural network that maps a set of high-dimensional data onto a predefined low-dimensional grid of nodes [2, 7] , and retains the topological relationship of the data. From the literature, various applications of SOM, e.g., speech recognition [8, 9] , feature extraction [10] , robotic arm [11] , noise reduction in telecommunication [12] , and textual documents clustering [13] , have been reported. Indeed, various extensions of SOM, e.g., hierarchical search [14, 15] , growing SOM [16, 17] , growing hierarchical SOM [18] , and evolving tree (ETree) [19] , have been proposed over the years. Examples of applications of ETree to a variety of application domains can be found in [20] [21] [22] . In general, these approaches increase the flexibility of SOM and improve the learning time for processing large data samples.
Text document clustering (also known as text categorization) is a procedure to assemble similar text documents into groups based on their similarity [23] . Many text document clustering methods are available. Examples include the naive Bayes-based document clustering model [24] , WEBSOM [25] , and support vector machines-based model for imbalanced text document classification [26] . These approaches allow a collection of documents to be clustered (and visualized). Regardless of the popularity of these approaches, it is not sure how these approaches can be extended to evolving or online learning. Thus, it is important to develop a text document clustering model with evolving capabilities for the following reasons: (1) new documents are generated or created everyday; and (2) it is not practical to perform re-training of a model whenever a new document appears. Thus, an evolving model is useful for tackling text document clustering problems.
The focus of this paper is on an improved evolving model, i.e., ETree combined with FCM (denoted as ETree-FCM), as an alternative to SOM as well as other offline learning methods, for document clustering. Instead of SOM-based models (e.g. WEBSOM [25] ), ETree-FCM allows the clustering method to have evolving features. Besides that, it serves as a solution to a few shortcomings of WEBSOM, i.e., the learning time [19] , and the difficulty in determining the map size before learning [19] . Even through ETree has been proposed as an alternative to SOM, its application is still limited. To the best of our knowledge, this study is a new attempt to use ETree-FCM in document clustering [27] .
It is worth mentioning that ETree adopts a relatively simple approach to allow a trunk node to be split into child nodes. We have previously developed an ETree-based text document clustering and visualization procedure [27] . In this paper, we further extend our previous work by adopting FCM to allow a trunk node to be split into child nodes. FCM is chosen because it is a reliable clustering method [28] . In our proposed ETree-FCM model, some salient features of WEBSOM, e.g., text preprocessing, are retained. A case study with information/data from a flagship conference of Universiti Malaysia Sarawak (UNIMAS), i.e., the Engineering Conference (ENCON), is conducted to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed approach. This paper is organized as follows. The background of ETree and FCM are provided in Section II. In Section III, the use of ETree-FCM for text document clustering and visualization is described. An experimental study to evaluate the usefulness of ETree-FCM in text document clustering is presented in Section IV, with the results analyzed and discussed. A summary of conclusion is included in Section V. Fig. 1 depicts an example of the ETree structure. The tree structure consists of nodes. Each node is denoted as , , where 1,2,3, … is the identity of the node and 0,1,2, … is its parent node. As an exam node for , is , . In other words, , is , . There are three types of nodes, i.e., nodes, and leaf nodes. The root node is the f (i.e., , ) located at the top layer of the tree. node (i.e., 0). A trunk node is a parent
II. BACKGROUND

A. Structure of ETree
The leaf nodes, i.e., , are located at the the tree. They are nodes with no child nodes e The tree structure can be described by its t example, the tree depth is 4 in Fig. 1 . The d two leaf nodes is measured by the shortest pat number of trunks together. As an example, between , and , is 3, i.e., d( , , connected trunks are , , , , and , . Ev associated with two attributes: a weight vecto hit counter, i.e., . Note that is a n-dimen vector, i.e., , , , , … , , 0,1,2, … is a counter that records the numbe selected as the Best Matching Unit (BMU).
The degree of matching for , , … , corresponding to associated with a weight vector (i.e., ) is Euclidian distance between and , as lower the distance, the higher the degree of ma ,
B. The Learning Algorithm of ETree
Two pre-determined parameters, i.e. threshold (i.e.,
) and the number of
, is provided to ETree. The learni update the tree comprises three steps, as follow a) Determining the BMU from root to determination process is a top-down process, 1st layer node (root node) downwards to t nodes (leaf nodes). From the root node, th child nodes at the 2nd layer are computed wit Eq. 1. The child node with the minimum dis matched child. Then, the distance of child n matched child at the next layer are compu manner. This process is repeated until a leaf n mple, the parent a child node for root node, trunk first created node It has no parent t node, e.g., , . e bottom layer of e.g., , .
tree depth. As an distance between th connecting the the tree distance , )=3, and the very leaf node is or, i.e., , and a nsion real-valued , while er of times , is a sample, , which is obtained by the in Eq. (1). The atching.
(1)
, the splitting f split node (i.e., a new sample, ing algorithm to ws: o leaf. A BMU starting from the the bottom layer he distance of its th , based on stance is the best nodes of the best uted in the same node is obtained. 
od function between on is calculated using Eq. 3.
, ,
is the Gaussian kernel ee distance between Gaussian kernel width are spectively.
f . hit counter for BMU, i.e, to be clustered, and is the 1, ∞ is a pre-defined nes the level of fuzziness, unction of in the -th the prototype for the center rmined threshold for FCM llows [29] :
; random values; 0;
Check the stopping condition. If , then stop. Otherwise, set 1 and repeat steps (d) and (e).
III. TEXT DOCUMENT CLUSTERING AND VISUALIATION USING ETREE WITH FCM
In this paper, ETree and FCM are combined as a text document clustering and visualization model. Fig. 2 depicts the proposed procedure to construct the ETree-FCM model for text document clustering and visualization. The proposed procedure is divided into two stages: updating the article terms (i.e., steps (1) to (4)) and performing tree learning or updating (i.e., steps (5) to (9) 5) A (empty) tree with its predefined parameters (i.e., , _ ) is loaded. Each node, i.e., , , is attributed with , and a weight vector (i.e.,
, and an BMU hit counter (i.e., ). 6) The BMU is determined, as explained in Section II(B). From the root node, the associated documents in its child nodes at the 2 nd layer are matched with based on Eq. 1. The child node with the minimum distance is the best matched child. If the best matched child is not , repeat step (5) . Otherwise, the best matched child is , whereby | | is merged into the node, and 1. 7) The leaf nodes are updated using the SOM learning rule (Eqs. 2 -5).
8) If equals to , is split into _ . FCM is used for tree splitting. Note that m and ε have to pre-defined. Articles in is clustered (or split) to _ nodes (or clusters). The cluster centre, , is used to initialize the weight vector of the child nodes. 9) Finally, the trained tree is refined or updated. 
Expanding the tree -Fuzzy c-means is used to split into
IV. A CASE STUDY
A case study to evaluate the effectivenes for text document clustering and visualization using ENCON, a flagship conference organiz Engineering, UNIMAS. In this study, the randomly selected articles from ENCON 200 experimentation. A predefined list of sto consisted of 119 words, was used. The ETree were:
10,15 and 20 , and
Parameters for FCM were: m=1.25 and ε=0 with i7-3612QM quad core processer and W was used. Matlab R2012A was used development. The experimental results in t structure and computational complexity ar discussed, as follows. Fig. 3 shows the growing pattern of ETre 10 . The document vectors, , are visu dimensional graph. The clusters are , an numerical index as the identity of the tree, | | 13, 13 documents are clustered into tw , and
A. Growing (evolving) of ETree
, , located at the center of th documents, as shown in Fig. 3(a) . Whe documents are clustered into four leaf node , and , , as shown in Fig. 3(b) . Notice t are the leaf nodes split from , or the data are further clustered into , and , . Wh 50 articles are clustered into six clusters as sho
The clusters contain details of the similar of the articles. The evolving feature allow corrections of the relationship between the depict the tree structures formed with example, cluster 4 ( , ) and cluster 3 ( , nearest nodes in the tree are expected to h relationship between each other at the first pla of FCM shows that , has the closest r cluster 7 ( , ), as shown in Fig. 3 (c) Fig. 3 (c) . structures formed with affects the growing rate e smaller the tree size (i.e., Table I summarizes the number of clust size (i.e., total number of nodes), and 10,15, and 20. The results show clusters created, tree size, and tree dept increases. This is because maximum number of documents at each node value of , the lower the tendency a n As a result, the growing rate is reduced. At | size is 11, 11, and 7 with 1 respectively. ring structure by using lusters formed is four, and are similar to those of 20. onal complexity of ETree-(1) analysis of 10,15, and 20.
ime (in second) for each s can be seen in Fig. 9 , the h | |. The increase in | | ries in the corpus. The size . This, in turn, leads to a omplexity for learning new With | | consumed is less than 12 seconds. From observe that the learning time is less affected setting. The higher the , the higher th complexity when the splitting process is exec a lower setting leads to a higher tr The higher the tree size, the higher the complexity. The results demonstrate that articles from ENC be clustered and visualized effectively as a tre ETree-FCM model is useful for assisting organization committee in analyzing the manu e.g., detecting plagiarism and designing the co In short, the proposed model serves as a conference organizers.
For further work, the proposed model evaluated using a larger number of articles. to an expected increase in the computatio Besides that, ETree-FCM with a dynamic can be investigated. 
